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The effects of shallow clouds are one of the largest sources of uncertainty in climate
projections [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Shallow clouds form in the atmospheric boundary layer,
the lower part of the atmosphere that is in contact with the surface, and can reach
heights up to 4 km. Large-eddy simulation (LES) is currently the best-available
cloud modeling technique, since the range of flow scales is too large for Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) methods.
LES resolves all dynamically important flow scales and models the smaller,
more “generic” in nature [6]. In LES of atmospheric boundary layers grid spacings
typically range in 5–50 m enabling simulations to explicitly resolve individual
cloud shapes and the structure of updrafts, downdrafts, and the entrainment
process. LES applications typically include atmospheric physics investigations,
development and evaluation of weather and climate model parameterizations using
LES as a reference model, and, more recently, as a promising weather forecast
model [e.g., 7]. The first LES were simulations of atmospheric boundary layers
[8, 9] and the ubiquitous Smagorinsky subgrid scale model was first formulated in
1
2
the context of a groundbreaking atmospheric general circulation model [10].
LES simulations of boundary layer clouds are challenging because of the
multiscale spatial organization of convection, which requires large computational
domains, and the long time integrations needed to capture the evolution of con-
vection and diurnal cycle effects. Often, integrations with explicit time marching
schemes are used, e.g., Runge–Kutta methods [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] or Adams–
Bashforsh [16, 17, 18], which adhere to an advection-dominated time-stability














where [u, v, w] is the velocity vector, and ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the spatial grid
spacings. The interval of the next time step ∆tn+1 can be estimated based on







where the minimum is taken over all grid points.
For a given computational domain size and simulation time length, the com-
putation expense decreases as the grid spacing increases, i.e., ∆t is proportional
to the spatial grid size ∆x in (1.2). Coarser grids are preferred for computa-
tional efficiency. However, because a larger fraction of spatial flow scales remains
unresolved when coarse grids are used, LES models require skillful turbulence
3
parameterizations to maintain the fidelity of the simulation as the grid becomes
coarser [19, 20].
Another approach to gain computational advantage exploits the dependence
of ∆t on the absolute value of the velocity field components in (1.2): ∆t in-
creases for smaller absolute velocity components. Also, the equations of motion
are Galilean invariant and do not depend on the absolute value of the velocity.
That is, the equations of motion are invariant under the transformation
τ = t (1.3)
y = x− u0 t (1.4)
v(y, τ) = u(x− u0 t, t) + u0, (1.5)
where u0 is a constant velocity vector. In general, the boundary condi-
tions are not Galilean invariant. However, there are particular cases, such as in
LES with doubly periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal directions and
spatially homogeneous surface conditions where a moving reference frame can be
used.
LES of atmospheric boundary layers in a moving reference frame is equiva-
lent to the computational domain translating with a constant horizontal velocity
with components [u0, v0]. Only horizontal translation vectors u0 can be employed
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because the vertical velocity must be zero at the surface (no penetration condi-
tion). When a Galilean transformation is applied, the surface boundary condition
is modified using (1.4). The Galilean frame is chosen such that the domain aver-
age of the horizontal wind speed (u2 + v2)1/2 is minimized across all grid points,
i.e., the computational domain translating with the domain-mean horizontal wind.
Different domain translation velocities u0 result in changes in local velocity vec-
tor u(t, x, y, z) and, following the term of [21], differences in horizontal-direction
cross-grid flow. As shown in the present results, the computational cost savings
can be significant when a suitable frame of reference is chosen. Differences in
computer program execution speed by about a factor of two between LES in the
surface-fixed and Galilean frames can be achieved.
In contrast to the continuous equations of motion, not all discrete numer-
ical approximations are Galilean invariant. The breakdown of Galilean invari-
ance can originate from non-linear discrete difference operators where the error
is introduced as artificial numerical dissipation proportional to a non-dimensional
absolute velocity, such as a CFL number [e.g., 22, p. 195]. Presently, more sub-
tle issues related to the Galilean invariance of atmospheric boundary layer LES
are investigated. Even though finite difference methods can preserve the Galilean
invariance of the spatial derivatives, when finite differences are applied in dis-
cretizations of the advection term 1, the semi-discrete form of the momentum
1 the term “advection” is used to refer to the non-linear term, u · ∇u, as customary in the
5
includes an additional term, the third term in the left hand side of
dvi
dτ









where N is the discrete advection term operator, D is the discrete first derivative
approximations, and the right hand side (RHS) includes all remaining diffusive
terms, resolved and subgrid scale [23, eq. 4]. As discussed in [23], the nature of the
error is dispersive and the error is locally proportional to the product of the trans-
lation velocity components, u0,i, and the truncation error of the first derivative.
Special symmetry preserving schemes have been developed to discretely satisfy
Galilean invariance [e.g., 24].
Previous investigations of Galilean effects using finite difference schemes
focused on simplified-flow models, such as the one-dimensional Burgers equation,
and on small-scale flow features in DNS. For instance, [23] discuss errors on the
high wavenumber content of the flow field. In atmospheric boundary layer LES,
[25] and [21] discuss Galilean invariance effects on the mean flow and domain-
averaged statistics (e.g., turbulent fluxes and cloud properties). The mechanisms
leading to the relatively large differences in the simulations of [25] and [21] are
not clear because of the use of non-invariant dissipative numerical discretizations.
Even though the implications of using monotone schemes on flow statistics can be
significant, and a violation of the Galilean invariance property of the equations
atmospheric modeling literature. The term “convection” refers to buoyant convection in the
fluid.
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of motion, the use of such schemes is often a necessary tradeoff because of the
preservation of the physical bounds of scalar variables, e.g., temperature and
humidity. In astrophysical simulations, [26] shows how the impact of numerical
dissipation can be modulated using moving grids and, at the same time, illustrates
notable changes in the numerical solution with respect to the frame of reference.
LES of shallow convection includes the added challenges of active scalar
turbulent transport in a multi-phase flow. For instance, [27] discuss numerical ar-
tifacts that can develop in an advection–condensation problem. Usually, in LES,
the mean state of the grid cell is used to estimate the local thermodynamic prop-
erties. That is, no subgrid variability is taken into account to classify each grid cell
as saturated or clear. The use of such “all or nothing” condensation/evaporation
schemes results in a spatially abrupt change in the thermodynamic coefficients
used to calculate buoyancy from grid-cell-mean quantities and it can lead to nu-
merical artifacts, i.e., spurious oscillations.
The goal of the present study is to characterize and understand numerical
model errors in LES of shallow convection in order to improve the predictive
skill of LES modeling. Primarily, we aim to understand how grid-scale dispersive
errors (1.6) can be amplified to effect global statistics in a turbulent flow. The
current investigation has general implications for numerical model errors in LES,
particularly in modeling of turbulent flows with active scalars and significant large-
scale anisotropy as in the present cases of buoyant convection. That is, how are
7
the findings of [23] altered in LES with explicit subgrid-scale modeling of high
Reynolds numbers turbulent flows?
Two main causes of model errors with respect to the frame of reference are
presently explored: (a) the interaction of dispersion errors with the large-scale flow
anisotropy, and (b) multi-phase flow effects that can potentially weaken some of
the flow field smoothness assumptions of the numerical approximation. Focusing
on shallow convection, two types of simulations are carried out: (a) DNS, where
the flow is fully resolved and no SGS model is used, i.e., the physical viscosity of
the fluid provides all dissipation; and (b) LES, where the flow is not fully resolved
and relatively large gradients are present at the grid scale. No explicit filtering is
performed in either LES and DNS. Three convection cases are explored: shallow
cumulus convection based on the conditions observed during the Cumulus over the
Ocean (RICO) campaign [28, 29], buoyant bubble simulations (a simple model for
cumulus-topped updrafts) and dry (cloud free) convection.
Several convection schemes with diverse properties are also explored, includ-
ing non-dissipative fully conservative schemes of various orders, a linear dissipative
upwinding scheme, and a dissipative flux-limited monotone discretization.
The focus of the analysis is on differences with respect to the frame of
reference of domain-averaged boundary layer statistics (e.g., cloud cover vs. time,
turbulent fluxes vs. height) because these statistics are used to tune and evaluate




A unified numerical model is used to perform both DNS and LES. When LES is
carried out, a turbulence SGS model is used to account for the effects of the unre-
solved motions on the resolved-scale variables. The contribution of the resolved-
scale viscous terms is neglected in LES, i.e., an infinite Reynolds number flow is
considered. When DNS is carried out, the turbulence subgrid-scale model terms
are not computed and all dissipation is provided by the viscous terms.
The LES model of [19] is used with the addition of viscous terms. The
conservation equations for mass, momentum, liquid water potential temperature

























































The Cartesian coordinates are ({zonal,meridional, vertical} = {x1, x2, x3} = {x, y, z})
and the components of the velocity vector and geostrophic wind, are ui and ug,i,
respectively. The Coriolis parameter is f = [0, 0, f3], θ0 is the constant basic-state
potential temperature, ρ0(z) is the density, π2 is the dynamic part of the Exner
function that satisfies the anelastic constraint (2.1), and θv is the virtual potential
temperature. The angled brackets 〈•〉 denote an instantaneous horizontal average.
When LES is performed, the prognostic variables ui, θl, and qt are defined as
Favre-filtered variables φ̃ ≡ ρφ/ρ̄, where ρ is the density and the overbar denotes
a spatially filtered variable. When the flow is fully resolved (i.e., in DNS), ui, θl,
and qt correspond to the local values (without any filtering or averaging), thus
tildes and overbars are not needed.
The viscous stress tensor is
dij = 2µDij (2.5)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient, which is assumed constant presently,

















The Fickian diffusion coefficients Dθ and Dq are related to the momentum coeffi-






where ν = µ/ρ0 is the kinematic viscosity.
The subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor and scalar flux are modeled using an
eddy-diffusivity assumption








The eddy diffusivity for all scalar variables is related to the SGS momentum dif-
fusivity, νt, through the constant model turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers,
Prt = 0.33, Sct = 0.33.
The constant-coefficient Smagorinsky closure [10, 35, 36] is used to estimate
the turbulent diffusivity
νt = ∆
2 |D̃| fm(Ri), (2.11)
where = Cs ∆x is the characteristics SGS length scale, |D̃| = (2D̃ijD̃ij)1/2 is the
resolved-scale deformation, and fm a stability correction function [37, 38]. The
value Cs = 0.2 is used for the Smagorinsky constant based on the parametric study
of [38]. The constant-coefficient Smagorinsky turbulence closure is used because
it can be directly observed from (2.6) and (2.11) that it is Galilean invariant.
Galilean invariance is a necessary property of any turbulence subgrid-scale model
[39].
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The effect of the large-scale environment (subsidence and advection) and
clear air radiative cooling is included in the equations for θl and qt through the
source terms Sθ and Sq.
Condensation is modeled based on the mean thermodynamic state in each
grid cell. For all but one pair of simulations an “all or nothing” scheme is used, i.e.,
no partially saturated air in each grid cell is assumed. Two runs use a modified
saturation scheme that allows for the presence of liquid when the mean state is
not saturated.
The liquid water mixing ratio ql in the “all or nothing” scheme is
ql = max(0, qt − qs), (2.12)
where qs(p, T ) is the saturation mixing ratio.
where qs(p, T ) is the saturation mixing ratio. An ad hoc subgrid condensa-




0 if qt − qs < −0.5 g kg−1
500(qt − qs)2 + 0.5(qt − qs) + 0.000125 if −0.5 ≤ qt − qs ≤ 0.5 g kg−1
qt − qs if qt − qs > 0.5 g kg−1.
(2.13)
In the modified saturation scheme (2.13) a second degree polynomial is used
to transition between the two branches of (2.12).
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Liquid water is assumed suspended (i.e., no drizzle or precipitation is present)
in all simulations, even though for the shallow cumulus case precipitation should
develop as the boundary layer deepens [29].
At the surface, turbulent fluxes are estimated using either Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (MOST) or bulk aerodynamic formulae [29, eq. 1–4]. In both
approaches, the wind vector at the first model half level is needed. In the surface-
fixed (non-moving) frame the local u(t, x, y,∆z/2) is used. In the Galilean frame,
the translation u0 is added to form v(t, x, y,∆z/2) = u(t, x, y,∆z/2) +u0, which
is used to estimate the turbulent fluxes. All simulations are preformed in a doubly-
periodic domain in the horizontal directions. A Rayleigh damping layer is used
at the top of the domain to limit gravity wave reflection.
Spatial derivatives are approximated with centered finite difference approxi-
mations. The family of fully conservative schemes of [40], adapted for the anelastic
approximation, is used for the momentum and scalar advection terms. The glob-




ρφ2, where φ is a passive scalar, and
the sum taken over all grid points. The second-, fourth-, and sixth-order approx-
imations are used. The properties of the advection schemes are discussed in [38]
and [41]. The derivatives in the turbulence subgrid-scale model terms and the
viscous terms are estimated using second-order centered differences.
A third-order Runge–Kutta method is used for time integration [42]. The
LES model was successfully used in several previous studies spanning a diverse
13
set of meteorological conditions [19, 20, 25, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47].
2.2 Convection Schemes
Several numerical discrete approximations of the continuous momentum and scalar
convection terms, with diverse properties, are used in the current investigation
following the study of Matheou et al. [41]. These schemes vary in their resolving
power, and in their artificial numerical dissipation, they are either dissipative or
non-dissipative.
The second-, fourth- and sixth-order non-dissipative schemes are the family
of the fully conservative approximations of Morinishi et al. [40]. More details and
verification of the conservation properties are documented in [41]. The respective
dispersion relations of these schemes along with the modified phase speeds are
plotted in Figure. 2.1 where the order of resolving power, meaning the range of
wavenumbers accurately resolved by a given derivative approximation, increases
proportionally to the order of approximation. A measure of the resolving power
is the number of grid points per wavelength (PPW) required for an error of ≤1
% in phase speed (e.g., [22]). We notice from Figure. 2.1 that the increase in
the approximated bandwidth gets progressively smaller as we increase the order
of accuracy. The second-, fourth-, and sixth-order schemes require 26 PPW, 8
PPW, 5.5 PPW respectively.
The finite-difference schemes of interest in this study are characterized by
14





















Figure. 2.1: Modified wavenumber, κ*, and numerical (modified) phase speed,
α*, for the fully conservative, second-, fourth-, and sixth order
finite-difference schemes.
their dispersive discrete solutions, even for non-dispersive partial differential equa-
tions, such as the one-dimensional convection of substance with unit velocity, that







For instance, Figure. 2.2 shows the numerical solution of 2.14 with a rect-
angular pulse initial condition. The initial condition is regularized by applying
an 11-point discrete Gaussian filter, resulting in a maximum product of curvature
times ∆x of 0.57. Accordingly, the initial condition and solution are continuous.
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Figure. 2.2: Numerical solutions to the one-dimensional linear convection equa-
tion with three convection schemes: second- and fourth-order fully
conservative. Dispersive oscillations develop near the solution gra-
dients but the location of the oscillations (upwind or downwind of
the gradient) depends on the numerical phase speed. Lines are as
in Figure. 2.1.
and fourth-order schemes of Morinishi et al. [40].
Since the numerical solution of 2.14 is not well-resolved, the schemes exhibit
dispersive oscillations near the gradients of φ. These dispersive oscillations develop
on opposite sides of the schemes because of the change in the sign of the phase
error. The same behavior is observed for the non-linear LES equations.
Sometimes, the spurious oscillatory behavior of the numerical solution of
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2.14 in Figure. 2.2 gets misinterpreted as a Gibbs oscillation (e.g., [48]). The later
concerns local-value function construction based on its Fourier expansion while
oscillations generated from the finite-difference have a different expansion basis.
Although it is expected that LES scalar field is bounded by its boundary
values, it has been shown in practice that this constraint is violated. (e.g., [49,
50, 51, 52, 53]). The dispersion errors are responsible to these erroneous scalar
excursions and they have been addressed in numerous studies (e.g., [54, 55]),
especially in the areas of gas dynamics (weak solutions of the compressible Euler
equations), (e.g., [56]) and Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) models
(e.g., [55, 57, 58, 59]). These scalar excursions are often managed by introducing
numerical dissipation.
In this study, two more dissipative schemes are also assessed, the Quadratic
Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics (QUICK) [60], a linear up-
winding dissipative scheme that does not guarantee monotonicity of the convected
fileds, and and a flux-limited monotone scheme with the monotonized central (MC)
limiter [61] that is fully dissipative and monotonicity preserving.
For all finite-difference simulations, momentum convection is always non-
dissipative. Dissipative schemes are only used for scalar convection. For instance,
for runs that are labeled “fourth-order”, the momentum and scalar convection is
fourth- order fully conservative; for runs that are labeled “monotone” the mo-
mentum convection is fourth-order fully conservative and the scalar convection is
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approximated with the flux-limited monotone scheme.
The main emphasis of the LES results and discussion is on the finite-
difference approximations because they are most commonly used in applications.
Table 2.1 summarizes the convection schemes examined and compared.
Table 2.1: Summary of convection schemes. The columns correspond to the
legend of the scalar convection scheme used in the runs, the scalar
and momentum convection schemes, and the dissipative nature of the
scheme
Symbol Scalar Momentum Comments
2 2nd order 2nd order Fully conservative, non-dissipative
4 4th order 4th order Fully conservative, non-dissipative
6 6th order 6th order Fully conservative, non-dissipative
Q QUICK 4th order Linear unwinding, somewhat dissipative




To create similar wind profiles, all three buoyant bubble, dry convection, and shal-
low cumulus convection simulations use the geostrophic wind forcing of the LES
case of the Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) field study [29]. The components of
the geostrophic wind are ug(z) = −9.9 + 0.5× 10−3z m s−1 and vg = −3.8 m s−1.
The latitude is 18◦ N. The present LES cases differ in the initial temperature
and humidity profiles and surface fluxes, which determine the type of convec-
tion. All cases are run in pairs, with and without a Galilean translation ve-
locity u0. The translation velocity for the dry convection and shallow cumulus
cases is (−6,−4) m s−1. Because the buoyant bubble case does not include sur-
face shear, the mean wind is somewhat different and the translation velocity is
(−9,−3.8) m s−1.
The Stratocumulus simulations use the geostrophic wind forcing of the LES
case of the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-
II) field study [62]. The Cartesian components of the velocity vector and geostrophic
wind, are uiug = (6.5,−4.5) m s−1, respectively, and f=[0, 0, f3] is the Coriolis
parametre, where the latitude is 31.5◦ N.
For all cases the grid spacing is typical of similar studies in the literature
[e.g., 29, 63, 64, 65]. Grid spacing is uniform and isotropic ∆x = ∆y = ∆z. The
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time step is adjusted to maintain CFL ≈ 1.2. Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5
summarize the LES runs, including the number of grid points used, grid spacing,
and u0.
Tables 2.6 and 2.7 compare the execution times between the simulations in
the fixed and Galilean frames. The execution time in Table ?? is the wall-clock
time length from the beginning to the end of the computer program, and includes
all computation, I/O, calculation of flow statistics, and other synchronization and
setup tasks. All Galilean frame LES execute about twice as fast as the fixed frame.
The Galilean frame DNS completed 2.7 times faster than the fixed frame run. In
general, the computational savings when using the Galilean frame are significant
in all simulations.
2.3.2 Buoyant bubble
The temperature and humidity initial profiles of the RICO case are used. An
initial spherical positively buoyant region with radius r0 = 200 m and center at
z = r0 is created by increasing the values of θl and qt by 10 % with respect to the
standard (horizontally uniform) initial condition. The initial condition is given by
φ(x, y, z) = [0.05 erf(0.05(r0 − r)) + 1.05]φi(z) (2.15)
where r = (x2 + y2 + (z − r0)2)1/2 is the distance from the center of the sphere in
meters, φ denotes either θl or qt, and φi(z) the initial profile of the RICO case.
The large-scale forcing of the RICO case is not included in the buoyant
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bubble simulations. Sensible and latent heat surface fluxes are set to zero.
LES and DNS types of simulations are carried out. Two pairs of LES at
grid resolutions ∆x = 10 m and ∆x = 20 m are performed.
In the DNS run, viscosity is set to µ = 2 kg m−1 s−1, which results in
smooth well-resolved fields for ∆x = 5 m. The Reynolds number, defined as
Re ≡ r0wmax ρ/µ, where wmax is the maximum vertical velocity in the updraft, is
Re ≈ 200 at t = 0.25 h, when the first instance of cloud forms. The turbulence
subgrid-scale model terms are set to zero in the DNS runs. Because surface shear
cannot be resolved, a slip (no penetration, no stress) surface condition is used.
The DNS simulations are run for 1 h and the LES simulations for 0.5 h.
Because the buoyant bubble simulations essentially do not employ a sur-
face boundary condition (all fluxes are set to zero and w(t, x, y, z = 0) = 0 and
∂{u, v, qt, θl}/∂z = 0 at z = 0 is applied), they can be used to verify that the
Galilean invariance error is not a surface boundary condition artifact.
2.3.3 Dry convection
The cloud-free (i.e., “dry”) convection case of [25] is modified by the addition
of the geostrophic wind forcing of the RICO case. The resulting case is some-
what unphysical because the wind profile does not correspond to the boundary
layer thermodynamic profiles. The initial potential temperature lapse rate is
2 K km−1, with θ(z = 0) = 297 K. The initial total water mixing ratio lapse
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rate is −0.37 g kg−1 km−1 up to z = 1350 m and −0.94 g kg−1 km−1 higher up
with qt(z = 0) = 5 g kg
−1. The temperature and humidity surface fluxes are
0.06 K m s−1 and 2.5× 10−5 kg m (kg s)−1, respectively. The surface shear stresses
are computed in each grid cell using the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory. The
simulations are run for 4 h.
2.3.4 Shallow cumulus convection
The shallow cumulus convection simulations follow the setup of the RICO case
but do not include the process of precipitation. The RICO conditions are chosen
because convection is more vigorous compared to other cases of non-precipitating
shallow convection, e.g., [66], therefore, it is expected to be a more stringent case.
The initial θ and qt profiles have a mixed layer depth of 740 m and linearly vary
above the mixed layer. Large scale subsidence, moisture and humidity advection,
and a uniform clear sky radiative cooling are included in the simulations. The
surface fluxes are parameterized using bulk transfer coefficients and a constant
sea surface temperature 298.8 K. Details of the case setup are described in [29].
The simulations are run for 18 h.
2.3.5 Stratocumulus convection
The Stratocumulus convection simulations are based on the case of a nocturnal
stratocumulus which is a non-precipitating nearly stationary nocturnal stratocumulus-
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topped marine boundary layer corresponding to the first research flight (RF01)
of the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II)
field study [62]. The initial θ and qt profiles have a mixed layer depth of 840 m
and linearly vary above the mixed layer. Large scale subsidence, moisture and
humidity advection, and a uniform clear sky radiative cooling are included in the
simulations. The surface fluxes are parameterized using bulk transfer coefficients
and a constant sea surface temperature 292.5 K. Details of the case setup are
described in [45]. The simulations are run for 4 h.
2.3.6 Flow statistics
Key parameterization-relevant boundary layer statistics are considered, because
often LES of atmospheric boundary layers is viewed as a reference model for
Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) turbulence closures. In cloud-free con-
vection the depth of the boundary layer, zi(t), is defined as the height of the
minimum of the buoyancy flux. In cloudy cases, the cloud-top height, zc(t), and
cloud-base height, zb(t), are used as reference depths. Cloud cover, cc, is defined
as the fraction of model columns with at least one model level with liquid water
mixing ratio ql > 10
−5 kg kg−1. Cloud cover is sensitive to small fluctuations of
the thermodynamic variables because regions with small amounts of water content
are counted as cloudy columns.
Turbulent fluxes are estimated in the LES as the sum of horizontally-averaged
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fluctuations and the subgrid-scale stress. Fluctuations are denoted by primes, e.g.,
u′(t, x, y, z) = u(t, x, y, z)−〈u(t, x, y, z)〉x. Additionally, to increase the statistical
sample, the turbulent flux is averaged over a short time interval, T = 0.5 h. For
instance for the vertical velocity flux,




(〈w̃′w̃′〉x + 〈τ33〉x) dt (2.16)
The turbulent kinetic energy does not include the subgrid-scale contribution, be-
cause in the Smagorinsky model only the deviatoric stress is included in τ . The




ρ(z) (〈ũ′ũ′〉x + 〈ṽ′ṽ′〉x + 〈w̃′w̃′〉x) dz, (2.17)





a bulk measure of cloud liquid water content. The integrals at taken from the
surface to the top of the computational domain. Turbulence is only present in the
boundary layer.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the buoyant bubble convection cases simulated. The
first and second columns correspond to the shortened form of the
simulation case and the convection type, respectively. Fully resolved
simulations, without any SGS model, are denoted as DNS, whereas
simulations of the full dynamics using a SGS model are labeled as
LES. The grid spacing is denoted by ∆x, Nx = Ny and Nz are number
of horizontal and vertical grid points, respectively, u0 the the Galilean
translation velocity, and “Advection” corresponds to the order of the
advection scheme. For all runs ∆x = ∆y = ∆z. The star (∗) denotes
that a 10-member ensemble were carried out.
Run Description Model ∆x Nx Nz u0 Advection
BDf Buoyant bubble DNS 5 512 600 (0, 0) fourth
BDg Buoyant bubble DNS 5 512 600 (−9,−3.8) fourth
BHf Buoyant bubble LES 10 256 300 (0, 0) fourth
BHg Buoyant bubble LES 10 256 300 (−9,−3.8) fourth
BLf Buoyant bubble LES 20 128 150 (0, 0) fourth
BLg Buoyant bubble LES 20 128 150 (−9,−3.8) fourth
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Table 2.3: Summary of the dry convection cases simulated. The first and second
columns correspond to the shortened form of the simulation case and
the convection type, respectively.
Run Description Model ∆x Nx Nz u0 Advection
D2f Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (0, 0) second
D2g Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (−6,−4) second
D4f∗ Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (0, 0) fourth
D4g Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (−6,−4) fourth
D6f* Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (0, 0) sixth
D6g Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (−6,−4) sixth
DMf Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (0, 0) monotone
DMg Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (−6,−4) monotone
DQf Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (0, 0) quick
DQg Dry convection LES 40 512 100 (−6,−4) quick
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Table 2.4: Summary of the shallow cumulus cases simulated. The first and sec-
ond columns correspond to the shortened form of the simulation case
and the convection type, respectively.
Run Description Model ∆x Nx Nz u0 Advection
C4f Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) fourth
C4g Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) fourth
CMf Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) monotone
CMg Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) monotone
CQf Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) quick
CQg Shallow Cu LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) quick
CS4f Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) fourth
CS4g Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) fourth
CSMf Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) monotone
CSMg Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) monotone
CSQf Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (0, 0) quick
CSQg Shallow Cu (mod. sat) LES 40 1024 100 (−6,−4) quick
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Table 2.5: Summary of the Stratocumulus cases simulated. The first and second
columns correspond to the shortened form of the simulation case and
the convection type, respectively.
Run Description Model ∆x Nx Nz u0 Advection
SMf Stratocumulus LES 5 1024 300 (0, 0) monotone
SMg Stratocumulus LES 5 1024 300 (−6,−4) monotone
SQf Stratocumulus LES 5 1024 300 (0, 0) quick
SQg Stratocumulus LES 5 1024 300 (−6,−4) quick
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Table 2.6: Comparison of execution time of simulations in the fixed and Galilean
frames for the buoyant bubble and dry convection cases. The number
of CPU cores used is Nr, tfixed and tGalilean are the wall clock times
for runs in the fixed and Galilean frames, respectively, and Speedup
is defined as the ratio tfixed/tGalilean.
Run Nr tfixed (h) tGalilean (h) Speedup
BDf/g 64 31.5 11.5 2.7
BHf/g 64 0.79 0.35 2.25
BLf/g 64 0.06 0.03 2
D2f/g 64 2.19 1.21 1.8
D4f/g 64 2.58 1.31 1.97
D6f/g 64 4.04 1.90 2.12
DMf/g 64 2.89 1.42 2.03
DQf/g 64 2.54 1.32 1.9
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Table 2.7: Comparison of execution time of simulations in the fixed and Galilean
frames for the shallow Cumulus and Stratocumulus cases. The num-
ber of CPU cores used is Nr, tfixed and tGalilean are the wall clock times
for runs in the fixed and Galilean frames, respectively, and Speedup
is defined as the ratio tfixed/tGalilean.
Run Nr tfixed (h) tGalilean (h) Speedup
C2f/g 64 37.9 20.2 1.9
C4f/g 64 44.8 21.5 2.1
C6f/g 64 60.7 34.5 1.8
CMf/g 64 100.1 36.9 2.8
CQf/g 64 76.5 41.9 1.8
CS4f/g 64 68.8 37.5 1.83
CSMf/g 64 66.9 39.4 1.7
CSQf/g 64 77.03 37.7 2.04
SMf/g 64 271.3 120 2.26




The buoyant bubble case simulations are a simplified model of convection. The
simpler configuration allows simulation of a pair of cases where the flow is fully
resolved using constant viscosity/diffusivity coefficients, thus creating an effective
DNS. Figure 3.1 shows the evolution of the flow in the DNS case. The flow is
initially driven by potential energy. The rising bubble in a flow with mean shear
creates a fairly complex flow. At about t = 0.3 h the initial bubble reaches a
maximum height z ≈ 1.5 km (Fig. 3.2). The disturbance caused by the bubble
rise and entrainment results in some of the near-surface air to rise and reach the
level of free convection. Thus, a secondary cloud-topped plume is created after
t = 0.5 h. The second cloud is shown in the panel corresponding to t = 2280 s in
Fig. 3.1. The preceding panel, t = 1320 s, shows the dissipation phase of the first
cloud.
Figure 3.2 shows time traces of vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy
30
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Figure. 3.1: Direct numerical simulation of a buoyant bubble. Color contours
show the evolution of total water mixing ratio. The colorbar units
are kg kg−1. Black contour corresponds to the saturation mixing
ratio, denoting the cloud boundary.
(VTKE), liquid water path (LWP), cloud cover (defined as the fraction of columns
with at least one model level with liquid water mixing ratio ql > 10
−5 kg kg−1),
and cloud base zb and cloud top zc height. All flow statistics in Fig. 3.2 are
nearly identical in the two frames of reference and confirm that the numerical
discretization is Galilean invariant.
The buoyant bubble DNS cases were set up such that the fourth-order
scheme fully resolves the flow whereas second-order scheme creates sufficiently
large errors to excite the second term in (1.6). The time traces of vertically inte-
grated turbulent kinetic energy (VTKE), liquid water path (LWP), cloud cover,
















































































































Figure. 3.2: Comparison of the time evolution of vertically integrated turbulent
kinetic energy (VTKE), liquid water path (LWP), cloud cover cc,
and cloud base zb and height zc for the buoyant bubble direct numer-
ical simulations in the fixed (BD2f) and Galilean (BD2g) frames.
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Fig. 3.2. The results confirm that the model behaves as (1.6) predicts: the fourth-
order results are Galilean invariant whereas the second-order pair of solutions
decorrelates. In Cases BD2g/f the truncation error [angled brackets in (1.6)] is es-
sentially the same. However, the coefficient u0 is larger in the fixed frame making
the overall error large. In Cases BD4g/f the truncation error is sufficiently small
and does not significantly increase when multiplied by u0. Case BD2g agrees with
the fourth-order results., thus the error is in the fixed frame BD2f run as predicted
by (1.6).
The buoyant bubble LES results with ∆x = 10 and 20 m are shown in
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Results for both grid resolutions are not Galilean
invariant. The only common pattern in all panels of Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 is that
differences appear after about t > 0.25 h, when the flow develops rich three-
dimensional structure. There is no significant trend of the differences with respect
to grid resolution. Overall, VTKE and LWP differences are larger for ∆x = 10 m
compared to the LES pair with ∆x = 20 m. The reverse is observed for cloud

























































Figure. 3.3: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy
(VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud base and
top heights for the high resolution (∆x = 10 m) buoyant bubble
simulations in the fixed (BHf) and Galilean (BHg) frames.
BLf
BLg




















































Figure. 3.4: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy
(VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud base and
top heights for the low resolution (∆x = 20 m) buoyant bubble
simulations in the fixed (BLf) and Galilean (BLg) frames.
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3.2 Dry Convection
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show time traces of boundary layer height zi, defined as the
height of the minimum of the buoyancy flux, and VTKE. Figures 3.7 and 3.8
shows profiles averaged between t = 3.5–4 h. In all cases, scalar turbulent fluxes,
e.g., 〈wθ〉 and 〈wqt〉, include the subgrid scale contribution. The isotropic part of
τij is not explicitly available in the Smagorinsky closure, it is part of the dynamic
pressure. Thus, TKE profiles correspond only to the resolved scale.
The effects of domain translation velocity are small for the dry convection
case. Most of the differences between the two frames are observed in the u and v
profiles. The temperature structure and entrainment rate (see time evolution of
zi in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6) are nearly identical. The differences of VTKE in Fig. 3.5
and 3.6 are comparable to the random statistical variability (see Appendix B).
Even though the results of the dry convection case are not identical between the



































Figure. 3.5: Time evolution of the boundary layer height zi and vertically inte-
grated turbulent kinetic energy (VTKE) for dry convective bound-
ary layers in the fixed (D2f, D4f, D6f) and Galilean (D2g, D4g,


































Figure. 3.6: Time evolution of the boundary layer height zi and vertically inte-
grated turbulent kinetic energy (VTKE) for dry convective bound-
ary layers in the fixed (D4f, DMf, DQf) and Galilean (D4g, DMg,
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Figure. 3.7: Dry convective boundary layer profiles of zonal wind u, meridional
wind v, potential temperature θ, vertical velocity variance 〈ww〉,
resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy, and buoyancy flux 〈wθv〉
averaged in t = 3.5–4 h for simulations in the fixed (D2f, D4f,
D6f) and Galilean (D2g, D4g, D6g) frames for the second, fourth
and sixth orders of the finite differences scheme respectively. The
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Figure. 3.8: Dry convective boundary layer profiles of zonal wind u, meridional
wind v, potential temperature θ, vertical velocity variance 〈ww〉,
resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy, and buoyancy flux 〈wθv〉
averaged in t = 3.5–4 h for simulations in the fixed (D4f, DMf,
DQf) and Galilean (D4g, DMg, DQg) frames for the fourth order
finite differences, monotone and QUICK schemes respectively. The
turbulent fluxes are the sum of the resolved scale and subgrid scale
components.
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3.3 Shallow Cumulus Convection
Figure 3.9 shows time traces of VTKE, LWP, cc, zb and zc for the shallow cumulus
cases. Three LES pairs are shown corresponding to second-, fourth-, and sixth-
order accurate schemes while Figure 3.10 shows the time traces corresponding to
fourth-order, monotone, and QUICK schemes. The time traces in Fig. 3.9 and 3.10
correspond to one-hour moving averages starting at t = 1.5 h. Shallow cumulus
results show dependence on u0 with differences depending on the advection scheme
order. The differences are larger when the second-order scheme is used and very
small or negligible for the sixth-order scheme. Moreover, the sensitivity depends
on the flow statistic: LWP and the boundary layer depth (defined here as zc)
are less sensitive to the frame of reference and only simulations using the second-
order scheme show significant differences. VTKE and cloud cover are the most
sensitive quantities. Cloud cover is very sensitive to horizontal fluctuations of
small cloud liquid values. LWP is more representative of the cumulus ensemble.
Only simulations with the second-order scheme show (small) differences in LWP
with respect to u0.
A more detailed view of the differences for the pair of simulations using
the fourth-order scheme is shown in the profiles of Fig. 3.12. The profiles in
Fig. 3.12 are horizontal and half-hour time averages in t = 17.5–18 h. Differences
in the mean fields of the prognostic variables are negligible but turbulent fluxes
and ql differ. Particularly TKE and 〈ww〉 exhibit significant differences in the
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Second order: Cases C2f, C2g
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Fourth order: Cases C4f, C4g
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Sixth order, Cases C6f, C6g
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Figure. 3.9: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy
(VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud base and
top heights for the shallow cumulus cases in the fixed (dashed lines)
and Galilean (solid lines) frames. Each row of panels corresponds

























































Figure. 3.10: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud
base and top heights for the shallow cumulus cases in the fixed (
lines) and Galilean (solid lines) frames for the fourth order finite
differences, monotone and QUICK schemes respectively.
two frames. TKE profiles are different in the cloud layer. The vertical velocity
variance 〈ww〉 is also different in the cloud layer and the lower half of the mixed
layer. These observations suggest that discrepancies with respect to u0 are mostly
found in the cloud layer and they are caused by the fluctuating character of the
flow, because the mean profiles are similar in the two frames.
In Figure. 3.9, the Galilean frame results do not change with respect to the
advection scheme and the fixed-frame LES converges towards the Galilean frame
traces as the order of accuracy is increased. Thus, the Galilean frame very likely
corresponds to the LES with the least cross-grid flow error. The amount of VTKE
error for the second-order scheme is somewhat surprising, given that only the order
of accuracy of the momentum and scalar advection schemes changes between C2f
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Figure. 3.11: Shallow cumulus profiles of zonal wind u, meridional wind v, liquid
water potential temperature θl, total water mixing ratio qt, liquid
water mixing ratio ql, vertical velocity variance 〈ww〉, resolved-
scale turbulent kinetic energy, temperature flux 〈wθl〉, and total
water flux 〈wqt〉 averaged in t = 17.5 –18 h for simulations in the
fixed (C2f, C4f, C6f) and Galilean (C2g, C4g, C6g) frames. The
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Figure. 3.12: Shallow cumulus profiles of zonal wind u, meridional wind v, liquid
water potential temperature θl, total water mixing ratio qt, liquid
water mixing ratio ql, vertical velocity variance 〈ww〉, resolved-
scale turbulent kinetic energy, temperature flux 〈wθl〉, and total
water flux 〈wqt〉 averaged in t = 17.5 –18 h for simulations in the
fixed (C4f, CMf, CQf) and Galilean (C4g, CMg, CQg) frames.
The turbulent fluxes are the sum of the resolved scale and subgrid
scale components.
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of stable boundary layers [38]. Presently, LES results are compared only with
respect to the frame of reference and Galilean invariance errors are quantified.
Figure 3.10 shows results of the simulation pairs using different advection
schemes. The results of both the Galilean and fixed schemes seem to be almost
similar except for the monotone scheme case as it is the most diffusive. This diffu-
sivity depends on the frame of reference and therefore results in bigger differences
between the two frames.
A second pair of simulations using a modified condensation scheme [Eq.
(2.13)] was carried out to assess if the differences are because of condensation/evaporation
effects. Figure 3.13 shows time traces for the pair of LES with the modified conden-
sation scheme. The time same averaging procedure used in traces of Figures. 3.9
and 3.10 is followed in the traces shown in Fig. 3.13 as well. The differences in
VKTE with respect to the frame of reference are similar to the corresponding runs
using the “all or nothing” condensation scheme, C4f and C4g. LWP and cloud
cover in CS runs increase with respect to the regular runs since additional partial
condensation occurs in the modified scheme.
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Figure. 3.13: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud
base and top heights for the shallow cumulus simulations with the
modified saturation scheme in the fixed (CSf) and Galilean (CSg)
frames.
3.4 Stratocumulus Convection
Figure 3.14 shows time traces of VTKE, LWP, cc, zb and zc for the Stratocumulus
cases. Two LES pairs are shown corresponding to monotone and QUICK advec-
tion schemes. These time traces correspond to half-hour moving averages starting
at t = 0.5 h. A more detailed view for the three pairs of simulations is shown in
the profiles of Figure 3.15. Shallow cumulus results show little to no dependence
on u0. The effects of domain translation velocity seem to be small and negligible
















































Figure. 3.14: Time evolution of the vertically integrated turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (VTKE), liquid water path (LWP) cloud cover, and cloud
base and top heights for the Stratocumulus cases in the fixed
(SMf, SQf) and Galilean (SMg, SQg) frames for the monotone
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Figure. 3.15: Stratocumulus boundary layer profiles of zonal wind u, merid-
ional wind v, liquid water potential temperature θl, total water
mixing ratio qt, liquid water mixing ratio ql, vertical velocity vari-
ance 〈ww〉, resolved-scale turbulent kinetic energy, temperature
flux 〈wθl〉, and total water flux 〈wqt〉 averaged in t = 3.5 –4 h
for simulations in the fixed (SMf, SQf) and Galilean (SMg, SQg)




The present results show that Galilean invariance in LES can be flow dependent.
Well-resolved DNS confirms that the error can be negligible, or at least controlled.
Further, LES results with a modified condensation scheme suggest that the error
is not a result of variations of the buoyancy forcing due to condensation and
evaporation. The differences with respect to the frame of reference in “dry” (i.e.,
cloud-free) convective boundary layers are small and comparable to the range of
random statistical variability of the present results. In cloudy convection, the
error depends on the order of accuracy (resolving power) of the scheme and it is
not uniformly distributed in the flow domain. Most of the error is in the cloud
layer.
Earlier studies of Galilean invariance examined non-turbulent flows or con-
tinuously turbulent flows using DNS [e.g., 23, 24]. Presently, we explore LES-SGS
modeling of turbulent flows and, additionally, the cumulus convection cases have
intermittently turbulent regions, i.e., in the cloud layer. The aforementioned
points lead to the main question of the present study: can we formulate a mech-
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anistic physical-space view of the observed Galilean invariance error?
We consider the skewness of the vertical velocity for a dry (Case D4g) and
cumulus convection (Case C4g) in Fig. 4.1 as a simple measure of the large-scale
flow anisotropy. In Fig. 4.1, height is normalized with zi for both dry and cumulus
convection, which scales z with the depth of the mixed layer. As a consequence,
in the dry convection case, turbulence is confined in the layer < 1.2z/zi, whereas
in the shallow cumulus case, the boundary layer grows in time to reach about
2z/zi at the end of the run. In the cumulus case, zi scales the w skewness well
for z/zi < 1. As expected [67, 68], the vertical velocity distribution is positively
skewed in the cloud layer because of the strong updrafts in the cloud cores. In the
subcloud layer and in dry convection cases, the positive bias of the w distribution
is significantly less, implying a flow with comparatively more symmetric structure.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show conceptual mechanisms of how the flow structure
can modulate initial dispersion errors to inhibit or allow their growth. In the dry
convective case, Fig. 4.3, the flow in the boundary layer is continuously turbulent
[e.g., 68, 69]. Thus, the SGS model is expected to rapidly dissipate any dispersive
oscillations. In the cumulus cloud layer, there is no dissipation mechanism in the
free troposphere and dispersive oscillations can be long lived, c.f., Fig. 12 of [41].
Also, as shown in Fig. 4.1 for the present flow, the contrast between updrafts and
downdrafts is significantly larger in the cloud layer compared to the mixed layer.
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Figure. 4.1: Vertical velocity skewness profiles at different times for the dry con-
vection (Dg, top) and shallow cumulus (C4g) cases. The vertical
axis is scaled by the height of the minimum buoyancy flux zi.
oscillations in the free troposphere. In the Galilean frame the developing turbulent
cloud does not translate significantly on the grid and can engulf the spurious
oscillations, which will then be dissipated by the action of the SGS. Figure 4.4
shows horizontal slices of qt at about the middle of the cloud layer (z = 1500 m) at
t = 18 h for cases C2f and C2g. Dispersive oscillations downwind of the clouds are
present in the C2f case, whereas dispersive oscillations are comparatively far fewer
in C2g. The LES fields (Fig. 4.4) support the conceptual mechanism depicted in












Figure. 4.2: Dispersion error growth in cumulus convection LES in the fixed and
Galilean frames. Circles represent dispersion errors. Larger error










Figure. 4.3: Dispersion error growth in dry convection LES in the fixed and
Galilean frames. Circles represent dispersion errors. Larger error
are depicted with larger circles.
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Figure. 4.4: Total water mixing ratio qt contours on horizontal planes at z =
1.5 km (about the middle of the cloud layer) at t = 18 h for the shal-
low cumulus case and second-order advection discretization. The
left panel corresponds to the fixed frame simulation (C2f) and the
right to the Galilean frame (C2g). Black contour corresponds to
the saturation mixing ratio, denoting the cloud boundary. Black




A computational domain translation velocity u0 can be used in LES simulations
to improve computational performance by allowing larger time steps. Simulations
carried out in a translating frame with the domain-mean wind completed at about
half the time compared to simulations in the ground-fixed frame. Even though
the equations of motion are Galilean invariant, i.e., they do not depend on u0,
LES results have been observed to depend on u0 [21, 25].
We show that it is possible for LES results of shallow convection to sig-
nificantly depend on u0. Errors mostly affect second-order statistics in cumulus
convection, including liquid water profiles and liquid water path, and, to a lesser
extent, boundary layer growth rates. In the present simulations, the most sensitive
quantity is the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). The vertical integral of TKE was
found to differ by as much as 20% between fixed-frame and moving-frame LES.
The error is not an artifact of the advection–condensation/evaporation problem,
even though the error is negligible in non-cloudy convection cases.
The present results suggest that the Galilean invariance error is caused by
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biases in finite difference dispersion errors. Low order, i.e., schemes with less
resolving power, produce larger dispersion errors that can be amplified by large-
scale flow asymmetries, such as strong updrafts rising in the non-turbulent free
troposphere in cumulus-cloud layers. The error strongly depends on the order of
accuracy of the numerical scheme and progressively becomes negligible as the order
is increased from second to sixth. The second-order scheme results in significant
dispersion errors, whereas the error is negligible when the sixth-order accurate
advection scheme was used. A pair of fully resolved direct numerical simulations
(DNS), which have negligible dispersion errors, verify the Galilean invariance of
the method and confirm that cross-grid errors vanish for smooth flow fields.
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Appendix A
Dependence on numerical time step interval
The present LES results are not expected to depend on the CFL number, or
equivalently on the length of the time step ∆t. Figure A.1 shows time traces of
VTKE, LWP, cc, zb and zc for four C4f runs with different CFL numbers. In
addition to CFL = 1.2, results from three additional simulations with CFL = 0.8,
0.4, and 0.2 are plotted. Similar to Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the traces of Fig. A.1
correspond to one-hour moving averages starting at t = 1.5 h. Figure A.1 confirms
that results do not depend on the CFL number since all traces are essentially
identical and within the statistical variability of the present simulations. .




















































Figure. A.1: Time traces of vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy, cloud
cover cc, cloud base zb and cloud top height zc for four simulations
with CFL = 1.2, 0.8, 0.4, and 0.2. The simulations correspond to





Two ten-member ensembles are carried out to estimate the statistical variability of
the LES results in dry convection and shallow cumulus cases. Because of the finite
computational domain, a complete sample of the flow states is not accomplished
and instantaneous horizontal averages are not fully converged. Ensemble simu-
lations were initialized by applying different random temperature and humidity
perturbations in the LES near the surface.
Figure B.1 shows the band of VTKE variability of the dry convection case
ensemble. As the boundary layer deepens, the convection cells become larger and
fewer in the fixed domain size. Thus, the sampling of the flow declines with time
and the band of VTKE variability widens with respect to time. After t = 3 h

















Figure. B.1: Spread of vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy vs time




Figure B.2 shows time traces of VTKE, LWP, cc, zb and zc for a ten member
ensemble of case C4f. Because the LES computational domain is somewhat large,
about 16 times the depth of the boundary layer, the statistical variability of the
quantities in Figures. B.2 is relatively small.




















































Figure. B.2: Spread of vertically integrated turbulent kinetic energy, cloud cover
cc, cloud base zb and cloud top height zc vs time for the ten-
member-ensemble shallow cumulus case C4f. For each simulation,
a one-hour moving average starting at t = 1.5 h was first applied,
similar to Figures. 3.9 and 3.10, and then the spread in the en-
semble was computed.
